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In Halpert (2019), I attempted to model clausal opacity for A-movement as purely an 
intervention effect: clauses are opaque for movement if they intervene for the feature 
being probed. I argued that if a probe has reason to probe again after encountering an 
intervening clause, it can then find material inside the clause, an analysis that can account 
for the raising profile of Zulu, which permits raising out of finite clauses but not out of 
infinitives. The opacity of a particular clause depends on the independently-diagnosable 
features of its head; in Zulu, these features are reflected in complementizer morphology. 
Crucially, the account predicts that all clauses headed by the same complementizer will 
show identical properties for opacity, as appears to be the case for raising out of 
embedded indicatives and subjunctives headed by the complementizer ukuthi. In this talk, 
I examine the interaction between raising predicates and wh-constructions in Zulu, which 
adds more complexity to the opacity picture in Zulu. In particular, A-movement out of finite 
clauses in Zulu appears to disallow wh-phrases that originate in the embedded clause. 
Even more strikingly, indicative raising predicates seem to prohibit all long-distance wh-
questions, whether or not A-movement has occurred. These facts suggest that the raising 
dependency renders embedded CPs opaque for A-bar dependencies, but also reveal a 
difference between indicative and subjunctive raising complements that is not apparent 
from examining A-processes alone. On the surface, this pattern of opacity is surprising: 
we might expect a clause that is transparent for A-movement to be transparent for A-bar 
processes associated with a higher probe (e.g. Keine 2019, 2020).  I'll argue that these 
patterns are in line with my analysis of Zulu hyperraising, where embedded clauses are 
implicated in a dependency that their counterparts in non-hyperraising contexts are 
not.  At the same time, these patterns suggest that some aspect of clause type beyond 
the specific properties of a complementizer is relevant in opacity effects, suggesting that 
Zyman (2022) is right in arguing that not all opacity effects can reduce to feature 
distribution. 
 


